Chromosome aberration and sister chromatid exchange tests in Chinese hamster ovary cells in vitro. V: Results with 46 chemicals.
Forty-six coded chemicals were tested for their ability to induce sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) and chromosomal aberrations (ABs) in cultured Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells using a standard protocol with and without exogenous metabolic activation. Sixteen chemicals were negative and 15 were positive in both assays; 15 were positive for SCEs only (one chemical that was positive for SCEs was equivocal for ABs), and no chemicals induced ABs only. The effect of cell harvest time on the ability to detect the induction of ABs was examined for 18 chemicals. Seven chemicals produced a positive response using both standard and extended harvest times, five were positive only using an extended harvest time, and six were negative using both harvest times. The relationship between cell cycle delay and SCE induction was also examined, and the two appear to be unrelated.